University of Pennsylvania – Microbiology & Immunology

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

Dear Friends and Colleagues!

In case you have someone in your lab or class graduating and looking to get into research, we are looking to hire an entry level lab tech to work with us on biology & immunology of the parasite Cryptosporidium. I would be most grateful if you could forward this note to your students. Cryptosporidiosis is an important global disease with particular impact on small children. The lab has a broad range of interests, and we provide excellent training in cutting edge methods. Some hands on lab experience is a benefit, and willingness to work with mice a must. Fun international team in great environment in Philadelphia. Terrific prep for grad school.

Find detail and apply at https://wd1.myworkdaysite.com/recruiting/upenn/careers-at-penn/job/Hill-Pavilion/Research-Specialist-A JR00050938-1

Thanks a lot and All the Best

Boris

Boris Striepen
Mark Whittier and Lila Griswold Allam Professor
of Microbiology and Immunology
Department of Pathobiology
University of Pennsylvania
380 South University Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19104-4539

office: 215-573-9167
striepen@upenn.edu
http://www.striepenlab.org